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Abst rac t - -We present a modification of the ILUT algorithm due to Y. Sand for preparing in- 
complete factorization preconditioner for positive definite matrices being neither diagonally dominant 
nor M-matrices. In all tested cases, the rate of convergence of the relevant preconditioned conjugate 
gradient method was at a sufficient level, when linear systems arising from static problem for bar 
structures with 3D beam elements were solved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For solving large sparse positive definite systems of linear equations, the conjugate gradient 
method combined with a preconditoning technique seems to be one of the most efficient ways 
among the simple iterative methods. As known, for positive definite symmetric diagonally dom- 
inant M-matrices, the incomplete factorization technique may be efficiently used for preparing 
preconditioners [1]. However, for more general cases, when the matrix is neither diagonally domi- 
nant nor M-matrix,  but it is a positive definite one, some incomplete factorization techniques [2,3] 
seem to be quite unusable, since usually, during the process, a diagonal element is turning to 
zero. 
We present a modification to the I LUT  algorithm of Sand [2] for preparing preconditioners for 
the above mentioned matrices. 
2. ON THE INCOMPLETE FACTORIZAT ION 
As known, for matrices arising from finite element problems, the envelope is usually large and 
also sparse. However, by a great number of fill-in elements occurring during the elimination, 
the envelope becomes dense. Consequently, the storage and work requirement in the computer 
implementation are large, so the whole process becomes expensive. However, by preparing an 
incomplete factorization for the coefficient matrix, both can be reduced substantially and a "good" 
preconditioner for the preconditioned conjugate gradient method is also obtained. 
A preconditioner is a "good" one, if 
- the preconditioning work is not expensive; 
- the preconditioning matrix is nearly as sparse as the original matrix; 
- the system of linear equations whose coefficient matrix is the preconditioning matrix can 
be solved easily. 
Let A be an n x n sparse symmetric nonsingular matrix with nonzero diagonal entries. 
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Let us define the envelope of A as 
S = {( i , j )  (J ( j , i)  Ira(i) <_ j < i; 1 < i < n} 
where 
m(i) = min(j  l l < j <_ i; a( i , j )  ¢ O), i = l ,2 , . . . ,n .  
Let us define J C S, always containing also all (i, i) index pairs. Let us execute the Gaussian 
elimination with restricting ourselves to elements whose indices belong to J. If J C S, then we 
have 
A=LU+R,  
where LU is the incomplete factorization of A and R is the error or defect matrix. Matrix LU 
can be used as a preconditioner for A, when Ax = b is solved by applying the preconditioned 
conjugate gradient method. 
Obviously, J must be chosen carefully, because in reducing the storage requirement, factoriza- 
tion time, and the execution time for one iteration step, the effect of R may be increased by which 
the rate of convergence for the preconditioned conjugate gradient method may become worse. 
2.1. Incomplete  Cho lesky Factor i zat ion  
The Cholesky factorization is called incomplete ( IC),  if it is executed on a subset J. For sparse 
symmetric matrices the following two cases occur: 
(a) IC(O), when no fill-in is allowed; 
(b) IC,  when some fill-in elements are accepted, all the others are neglected. 
A number of strategies for dropping a fill-in element (either by its numerical value or its 
geometrical position) are used. 
2.2. Incomplete  LU Factor izat ion  
For improving the efficiency of the implementation f the elimination, the IK J  variant of the 
Gaussian elimination is utilized [2] whose skeleton is presented below. It is assumed that matrix 
A is stored in a packed form. 
do i =2 ,  n 
do k= 1, i -1  
l ik = a(i, k)/a(k,  k) 
do j=k+l ,n  
a( i , j )  = a( i , j )  - lik • a(k , j )  
end 
a(i, k) = lik 
end 
end 
We have the following remarks: 
- an in-place modification is executed on the matrix; 
- the i th row of L and U are generated at the same time, the updating is pleasantly simple; 
- it can be readily applied also for preparing incomplete factorization. 
There are a number of dropping strategies for accepting/neglecting fill-in elements during the 
process and most of them contain some heuristics. Here we consider the following dropping 
strategies. 
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The first of such strategies is ILU(O), when no fill-in is allowed during the elimination. It 
is characterized by small storage requirement, simple data management. In turn, the rate of 
convergence for the preconditioned conjugate gradient method may be decreased. 
The second strategy is ILU(p), where the concept of level of fill-in [2-4] is used for selecting 
fill-in elements with a limit parameter p. Here the drop of a fill-in element is independent of its 
numerical value. So by dropping large elements we can obtain an inaccurate incomplete factor- 
ization. The amount of fill-in and computational work for obtaining ILU(p) is unpredictable. 
Also the updating cost may be quite high. 
Strategy ILUT (p, T) prepares a threshold incomplete factorization [2,5] with parameters p 
and T. Its dropping rules are as follows: 
- in row i, a fill-in element is temporarily stored, if it is larger (in absolute value) than the 
relative tolerance (Ti) for row i, where 
= l l row ill2 * T; 
- the registered fill-ins belong either to L or to U parts of the factored matrix. From both 
parts, we select p largest ones, respectively, based on which row i is updated. 
It is observed that the amount of fill-in is predictable. Discarding a fill-in element depends on 
its numerical value. For selecting the p largest elements, the quick split sorting [2] is applied, 
whose cost on the average is O(m) (m is the length of the vector whose elements are to be sorted). 
The above algorithms and a number of modified versions of the incomplete factorizations 
have also been proposed for preparing preconditioners for the preconditioned conjugate gradient 
method. Most of them are proposed for sparse symmetric positive definite diagonally dominant 
M-matrices. However, for some positive definite matrices, in executing an incomplete factoriza- 
tion, a diagonal element may become too small in absolute value, sometimes a positive diagonal 
element may turn to negative during the process, and the positive definiteness may be lost [6]. 
In more general cases, when a positive definite matrix is neither diagonally dominant nor 
M-matrix, and in addition, all the nonzero entries of the matrix are nearly of the same order 
by magnitude, during the execution, a diagonal element may turn to zero. We had the same 
problem for matrices with the above properties arising from the static problems for bar systems. 
For avoiding this, we prepared a modification to the ILUT algorithm by Saad [2] as follows. 
3. OUR MODIF ICAT ION TO I LUT  4.. 
Our aim was to reduce the number of modifications on row i, on its diagonal element. In 
executing ILUT, we restrict ourselves to execute the j-cycle only for a few elements. 
In row i, a(i,j) may be modified only if a(k,j) ¢ O. In the elimination, we restrict ourselves 
to the first few nonzero entries in row k. Since row k is stored also in packed form, it can be 
implemented easily. In such a way, for each row, the number of changes on its diagonal element 
may be remarkably reduced. The amount of work for the whole process may be much less than 
that for ILUT. As our modification is a heuristic one, there is no general guarantee of avoiding 
zero diagonal element during the execution. On the other hand, the effect of defect matrix may be 
unpleasantly arge and the rate of convergence for the preconditioned conjugate gradient method 
may become worse. 
4. COMPUTER RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
4.1. Computer  Imp lementat ion  
The computer programs were written in FORTRAN. The computer was a MicroVAX 3000. 
The matrix is stored in a packed form. We also utilize other sparse matrix techniques [7]. 
The incomplete factorization and the preconditioned conjugate gradient method are realized 
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in the same program. In each program, we used the overlay technique within FORTRAN [8]. 
Consequently, there are only two arrays declared in the driving segment; one of them is integer 
and the other is double precision. For measuring the storage requirement, we register only the 
length for the above two arrays. 
We took the test problems from engineering appl icat ions of the finite element method,  when 
l inear elastic bar  structures with 3D beam elements were used. Our test matr ices are much denser 
than the well-known structured (for instance, 5-point difference) matrices. Here the average 
number of nonzero entries per row may achieve 10 and the zero/nonzero structure of the matr ix  
is not so regularly structured as those for the difference matrices. 
We considered 6 problems of different size. For all the tested problems, the matr ix  can be 
character ized as follows: 
- it is a sparse symmetr ic  posit ive definite matrix;  
- it is neither diagonal ly dominant,  nor M-matr ix ;  
- all the nonzero matr ix  entries are nearly of the same order of magnitude; 
- the spectral  condit ion number was about  106-107. 
For the precondit ioned conjugate gradient method we choose the init ial point 
x 0 = (LU) - ib  
proposed in [9]. 
The computer  esults obtained by our present method (P ILUT)  are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Computer results for P ILUT .  
no n nz  li I d i t  t 
1 702 4958 26110 25404 20 34.29 
2 2022 10678 64390 62364 70 266.93 
3 3342 32794 151858 148512 146 837.48 
4 4462 22118 140950 136284 216 1464.48 
5 5982 27838 179230 173244 174 2320.64 
6 7302 67622 319702 312396 246 4007.80 
There was only one case when the method I LU(O)  was successful on the first problem. This 
case is shown in Table 2, where we used the following notations: 
no - serial number 
n - size of the matr ix  
nz  - number of nonzero entries of the original matr ix  
li - length of the integer array 
ld - length of the double precision array 
i t  - number of i terat ions 
t - CPU t ime measured in secs 
Table 2. Computer results for the first problem. 
li ld i t  t 
ILU(O)  12027 14974 38 166.37 
P ILUT  26110 25404 20 34.29 
Here we used p = 3; z = 10-1°; the modif ication l imit is 2. The accuracy for the precondit ioned 
conjugate gradient method is 10 -~. 
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4.2.  Conc lus ions  
Our  a lgor i thm was successful on all tested matr ices and produced good precondit ioners. As we 
expected,  for the method ILU(O), the storage requirement is much smaller than that  for P ILUT .  
However, the storage requirement of P ILUT  was acceptably  small. 
The method P ILUT  requires fewer i terat ions than method ILU(O). This indicates that  
P ILUT  has a better  convergence rate than ILU(O). This is due to the fact that  ILU(O) drops 
all fill-in elements, while the presented version accepts everal ones. 
The a lgor i thm ILU(O) used much more CPU-t ime than P ILUT .  
These facts indicate that  our method may be a competit ive and safe alternat ive to method 
ILU(O) for the tested problems. 
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